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COUNTY DURHAM & DARLINGTON NHS FOUNDATION TRUST 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 
held in the Auger 2 Suite, Radisson Blu Hotel, Durham City 

on Wednesday 1 October 2014 from 17:30hrs 
PRESENT 
Dr Tony Waites   Chairman 
Mrs Adele Bone  Public Governor (Chester le Street)  
Cllr Veronica Copeland Appointed Governor (Darlington Borough Council) 
Mr Bill Davies   Public Governor (Sedgefield) 
Dr Ken Davison  Public Governor (Wear Valley & Teesdale) 
Mrs Marjorie Dunn  Public Governor (Darlington) 
Mr James Falade  Public Governor (Gateshead, South Tyneside & Sunderland) 
Mrs Janice Fenny  Staff Governor (Nursing & Midwifery) 
Mr Simon Gerry  Public Governor (Derwentside) 
Mr Alistair Galston OBE Public Governor (Sedgefield) 
Mrs Tricia Gordon  Staff Governor (Nursing & Midwifery) 
Cllr Stephen Guy  Appointed Governor (Durham County Council) 
Mr James Heap  Public Governor (Tees Valley, Hambleton, Richmondshire) 
Mr Jed Hillary   Staff Governor (Administrative, Clerical & Managers)  
Mrs Betty Hoy   Public Governor (Darlington) 
Dr Andrea Jones  Appointed Governor (Darlington CCG) 
Prof Paul Keane OBE      Appointed Governor (Local Universities)  
Mr Alex Murray  Public Governor (Easington) 
Mrs Sue Pringle  Public Governor (Durham City) 
Mrs Liz Sanderson  Public Governor (Darlington) 
Dr Richard Scothon  Public Governor (Durham City) 
Mr John Short MBE  Public Governor (Teesdale) 
Ms Nichola Thackray  Appointed Governor (NEAS)  
Mrs Cate Woolley-Brown Public Governor (Wear Valley & Teesdale) 
Mr Lawrence Welsh  Public Governor (Derwentside) 
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
Mrs Sue Jacques  Chief Executive 
Prof Chris Gray  Executive Medical Director 
Mr Mike Wright  Executive Director of Nursing 
Mr Peter Dawson  Executive Director of Finance 
Mr Tom Hunt   Executive Commercial Director 
Mr Warren Edge  Senior Associate Director of Assurance & Compliance 
Ms Sarah Perkins  Associate Director: Operations & Performance 
Ms Donna Swan  Trust Secretary 
Ms Gaye Ferguson-Boyes Trust Secretariat Coordinator  
Mrs Anna Warrilow  Foundation Trust Office 
Ms Suzanne Jarvis  Minute Taker 
 
The Chairman was delighted to welcome two new governors: Dr Andrea Jones 
(Appointed Governor: Darlington CCG) and Ms Nicola Thackray (Appointed Governor: 
NEAS) to their first meeting of the Trust’s Council of Governors.  He also put on record 
that this was Mrs Janice Fenny’s last meeting as Staff Governor as she was to leave the 
organisation to take up a post at Teesside University.  The Chairman thanked Mrs Fenny 
for her contribution to the Council of Governors. 
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25/15 Apologies for Absence 

 
Ms Carole Bailey  Staff Governor (Nursing & Midwifery) 
Mr Roy Beckwith  Public Governor (Derwentside) 
Mrs Barbara Dyer  Public Governor (Durham City) 
Mr Keith Gunning   Staff Governor (Medical)  
Mr Kevin Hull   Staff Governor (Ancillary) 
Dr Carmen Martin-Ruiz Public Governor (Chester le Street) 
Dr David Smart  Appointed Governor (North Durham CCG) 
Rev Kevin Tromans  Staff Governor (AHPs, Professional & Technical & 
                                               Pharmacists) 
 

26/15 Declarations of Interest 
 
Any Governor who was aware of a conflict of interest relating to any item on the 
agenda was required to disclose it at this stage or when the conflict arose during 
consideration of a particular item.  No declarations of interest were made. 
 

27/15 Chairman’s Opening Remarks 
 
The Chairman was disappointed to report that the Trust was having the most 
difficult year it had ever experienced.  As part of the debate this evening, Executive 
colleagues were to comment on various aspects of financial and, rather more 
significantly, clinical performance within the organisation.  The Chairman reported, 
however, that the Trust was undoubtedly struggling financially and, in some 
instances, colleagues had not been as satisfied as they would have wished in terms 
of clinical performance.  There had, fortunately, been slippage on only one target in 
terms of reports to the Regulator, Monitor.  There was, however, a distinction 
between the target set by Monitor and what the Trust would regard as the 
appropriate quality of service for patients.   
 
The Chairman also advised that, as part of the proceedings of this meeting, 
Governors were to be updated in terms of processes, procedures and plans for the 
appointment of the new Trust Chair. 
 

28/15 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 

Minutes and Matters Arising from the Previous Meeting held on 9 July 2014 
 
Accuracy 
Governors were satisfied that the Minutes of the previous meeting were signed as a 
true record. 
 
Matters Arising from the Minutes of the Previous Meeting 
Item 19/15(c) Nomination & Remuneration Committee (page 4, sixth paragraph) 
Mr Short asked if the Trust’s Non-Executive Directors had accepted the uplift in 
remuneration agreed at the previous meeting.  The Chairman confirmed that his 
Non-Executive Director colleagues had, with some anguish, accepted the proposed 
change to their level of remuneration.   It was put on record that, due to the fact that 
Dr Waterston’s 9-year term of office was shortly to come to an end, there would be 
a need to recruit another Non-Executive Director, as well as a new Chair.  Further, 
Mrs Snowball’s post would also be up for reappointment and, although it would be 
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possible for her to be reappointed without a public competition, this was a decision 
for the Council of Governors.  Essentially, then, should the Council of Governors 
choose not to reappoint Mrs Snowball, the Trust would be in the position of seeking 
to make three Non-Executive Director appointments in 2015.  It was the view of the 
Non-Executive Directors that the Trust must be competitive in the current market. 
 

29/15 Chief Executive’s Report 
 
In terms of the contractual position with commissioners, Mrs Jacques reported that 
the Trust did have contracts in place with both local authority commissioners and 
the Area Team.  However, no contract was yet in place with local CCGs.  As a 
consequence, mediation had been scheduled for 7 October 2014 and, should 
nothing fruitful result from that exercise, the next step would be to enter into an 
arbitration arrangement which, it was anticipated, would not be concluded until 
Christmas.  In the meantime, Mrs Jacques assured Governors that the Trust was 
being paid for the work it was undertaking.  Internally, although the Trust took the 
view that this was an extremely important matter, this was very much an 
administrative issue and all steps were being taken to ensure that clinical staff were 
not burdened by this situation in any way.  Mrs Jacques hoped to bring positive 
news to the next meeting of the Council of Governors in December. 
 
Mrs Jacques advised that Governors were to receive reports from Mr Dawson, Prof 
Gray, Ms Perkins and Mr Wright on various aspects of Trust performance against 
those measures applied by Monitor.  Although there were some areas where more 
attention was required, Mrs Jacques was concerned to highlight that very creditable 
performance at UHND, where there had been a significant reconfiguration of 
services, and which appeared to be providing better services for patients.  
Specifically, in the first week of that reconfiguration, UHND had achieved an A&E 
performance of 98.71% in respect of 4-hour waiting times.  Mrs Jacques paid 
tribute to those staff who had worked tirelessly over the weekend to make changes 
to patient pathways.  
 
Turning to the issue of breast services, Governors would be aware of the changes 
to the provision of outpatient clinics across the patch and Mrs Jacques advised that 
those changes were under review.  Specifically, a patient sub-group had been 
established, along with a clinical sub-group, which were to meet on 3 October.  Mrs 
Jacques put on record that a significant driver to the location of outpatient breast 
clinics was the limited availability of radiologists and the specialist equipment 
required.  It was noted that, currently, outpatient breast clinics were only provided at 
UHND and BAH.  Mrs Jacques went on to advise that there had been an article in 
the Northern Echo which had stated that the Trust’s Chief Executive was to resolve 
all of these issues within two months.  Mrs Jacques advised Governors that, 
although she was pressing for a conclusion, she had given no such commitment.  
Whilst it might be possible to determine upon a course of action within two months, 
any change could take some time to enact. 
 
Mrs Jacques reported that Monitor representatives were to make their annual visit 
to the Trust on 13 October, that is, the day of planned industrial action across the 
public sector.  During the course of that visit, Monitor would interview members of 
the Executive Team, as well as Non-Executive Directors, about Trust plans.  Mrs 
Jacques went on to advise that Monitor had already asked to use the Trust’s 
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methodology in drawing up its 2-Year and 5-Year Plans in a forthcoming 
publication.  The Trust had agreed to this. 
 
It was noted that, not only was Monitor seeking further information, but also the 
Trust Development Authority (TDA) and NHS England - which body had concerns 
about certain issues across the country.  Specifically those concerns were in 
respect of overall waiting lists across the NHS which, nationally, had more than 3m 
patients waiting.  Governors would be aware that CDDFT had already taken steps 
to reduce its own waiting list and that this was now going in the right direction.  The 
Trust had confirmed that it was able to deliver its own obligations in this regard. 
 
Monitor had also requested monthly forecasts of all foundation trusts’ year-end 
financial positions as, clearly, there was a concern at the centre that the NHS 
overall was spending more than had been agreed by Parliament.  Foundation trusts 
had been advised that that information was not to be utilised for any other purpose. 
 
In the coming month Mrs Jacques advised that the CQC was to publish guidance in 
respect of two matters.  The first was in relation to a duty of candour on the part of 
foundation trusts – which entailed absolute honesty when mistakes were made in 
the delivery of health care.  As a consequence, the Trust had embarked upon a 
series of duty of candour awareness sessions for staff.  The second matter was the 
introduction of a fit and proper person test, initially in relation to those individuals 
appointed to trust boards.  It was, therefore, important for the Trust to be able to 
provide evidence and comply with that new guidance once issued. 
 
In terms of agency staff and workforce, to give a flavour of overall levels of staffing 
within the organisation, Mrs Jacques reported that the HR team was to submit a 
major piece of work to the Trust Board in October.  It was of particular note that, 
when compared to staffing levels in 2013-14, this year the Trust had additional 
whole time equivalent members of staff in the following categories: 
 
Medical & Dental Staff 18 more 
Administrative & Estates Staff 17 more 
Healthcare Assistants and Support Staff 88 more 
Nursing, Midwifery, Health Visitors and Support Staff 51 more 
Scientific, Therapeutic & Technical Staff 22 more 

 
Mrs Jacques advised that Mr Wright would shortly inform Governors of some 
innovative recruitment practices – with recruitment figures higher than those 
indicated in the Annual Accounts.  Mr Dawson would then provide a financial 
update and share details of the level of agency staff which had increased upon the 
previous year – predominantly in respect of the deployment of medical staff.  Detail 
would also be given of those approaches being adopted in an effort to decrease the 
organisation’s reliance upon agency staff – in the main due to issues in respect of 
quality and finance.  In terms of movement on external agency contracts, it was put 
on record that there was a framework agreement in place to provide the Trust with 
assurance that it was receiving the most effective financial rates in respect of those 
agency staff.  Further, the outcome of that major piece of HR work to be presented 
to the October Trust Board would be a formal proposal that the Trust institute its 
own internal bank arrangements as an alternative to the use of agency staff.  By 
these means it was intended to build upon the Trust’s own capacity and its own 
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workforce.  Obviously this would be an area of continued focus for some years. 
 
Mrs Jacques reported that a focused approach was also being taken with regard to 
recruitment and retention across the organisation.  Mr Wright and the Trust’s HR 
Team had led on this work and had forged links with Teesside University – taking a 
one-stop approach to facilitate the recruitment of newly qualified nurses.  Trust 
representatives were also meeting with student nurses at Teesside University at an 
early stage of their training and maintaining those links throughout their course.  To 
date this strategy appeared to be successful and this approach was being rolled out 
with other professional trainees in the area.  Work continued to recruit to those 
‘hard to recruit posts’ which were mainly in respect of consultant and other 
specialist positions and, increasingly, external agencies were being asked to assist 
with that recruitment.  This initiative was starting to indicate some success.  
Innovative work was being introduced to ensure that, once recruited, those staff 
remained in post – with clear objective setting, appraisals and a systematic 
induction process.  It was noted that consideration was also being given to the 
introduction of extended practitioner roles for nurses such as Surgical Assistant and 
Physician Assistant.  Also being considered were benefits packages for staff - 
giving opportunities for local discounts. 
 
Governors were further advised that, in collaboration with Care Group colleagues 
and other stakeholders, Prof Gray had carried out a great deal of work on the 
Trust’s Clinical Strategy. 
 
A Talent Scout initiative was to be launched across the organisation as well as a 
course in the writing of business cases. 
 
The Trust was to run a Dragon’s Den event before Christmas in order to encourage 
staff to present small innovative schemes for consideration.  Mrs Jacques 
welcomed volunteers from amongst the Council of Governors to sit on the Dragon’s 
Den panel. 
 
In terms of the digitalisation of medical records, it was noted that this had been 
ongoing for almost one year.  As a result a review exercise was to be undertaken 
with feedback before Christmas. 
 
Mrs Jacques was pleased to put on record that the Health Services Journal (HSJ) 
had recently given a national award to CDDFT for innovation in patient nutrition.  
Further, three Trust staff had been nominated for North East Leadership Academy 
Awards. 
 
It was noted that, on 27 November, the Trust was to open its doors to Darlington 
GPs and Practice Managers to showcase some of its work.  Feedback from that 
event would be provided to the Council of Governors and, dependent on the 
outcome of that feedback, the Trust looked to hold an event for primary care 
professionals across the wider community. 
 
As a final point, Mrs Jacques referred to the recent attention the Trust had received 
about the closure of A&E at Darlington and the on-line petition which had been set 
up.  She put on record that, at the Trust’s Annual General Meeting on 17 
September, the Chairman had confirmed that there were no plans for the closure of 
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A&E at DMH.  Mrs Jacques had also confirmed this position with local GPs as well 
as in the Northern Echo.  Should Governors hear any further rumours about the 
closure of A&E, Mrs Jacques would be grateful to be informed of them.  Hopefully, 
then, the right messages would be relayed.  Mrs Jacques understood that the on-
line petition had already been stood down.  Mr Davies highlighted that a local liberal 
councillor, who regularly writes in the Spennymoor News, had Emailed a letter to 
the Trust in this connection.  Mr Short advised that the Teesdale Mercury had also 
run an article on the closure of DMH A&E which had caused some problems in his 
area.  Mr Short was also surprised that, when possible closure had been mentioned 
at a public DDES meeting, Trust staff had not quashed this as strongly as they 
should have done.  Mr Short suggested that the Trust respond to that article in the 
Teesdale Mercury.  Mrs Jacques undertook to ensure that a response was made.  
Mr Hillary advised that he had made an entry on Facebook stating that there was 
no truth in this rumour.  He cautioned, however, that an element of the on-line 
petition had been in relation to opening an Emergency Department at BAH and that 
issue may re-surface. 
 

30/15 Update on Clinical Strategy 
 
Prof Gray delivered an update on the Trust’s Clinical Strategy.  He emphasised that 
the organisation planned to invest £5.6m in A&E jointly between DMH and UHND.  
It was not feasible, however, to open A&E at BAH.  Questions were invited. 
 
Highlighting the need to have senior clinicians on board, Mr Welsh asked if senior 
clinicians were enthusiastic about the changes ahead.  Prof Gray acknowledged 
that the Trust needed senior clinicians who understood the agenda and had that 
vision.  Change was being driven forward with some of those clinicians.  The recent 
reconfiguration carried out at UHND had been very successful and Prof Gray paid 
credit to the nursing teams involved.  Although there were leaders within the Trust, 
Prof Gray shared his view that the organisation was challenged by its geography 
and, specifically, in order to provide better quality care for patients, professionals 
must, on occasions, be prepared to drive between Darlington and Durham. 
 
With reference to more work going into BAH, Mr Davies suggested that the public 
viewed BAH as a white elephant and he questioned what that work would be.  Prof 
Gray advised that options were being explored in respect of elective orthopaedics 
and ophthalmology.  It would be essential for any services delivered at BAH to be 
extremely safe for patients as that site was very remote.  Cover would be required 
by senior nurses and medical staff.  Mrs Hoy suggested that the Trust endeavour to 
engage the public in this initiative from the beginning – rather than allow any 
rumours to start.  Prof Gray was in agreement. 
 
Dr Jones observed that in the south of the Trust’s patch a strategy was needed in 
respect of all providers of health care, not only in relation to CDDFT.  Specifically 
there should be leadership across the health economy with the ability to cross 
boundaries.  In her view it made sense to take a holistic approach and to invigorate 
the workforce.  Essentially, health care providers should promote the fact that they 
were not in competition with each other and that their prime aim was to do the right 
thing for patients.  Prof Gray reported that the Trust had entered into dialogue with 
major trauma centres to discuss splitting work between colleagues in those trauma 
centres as well as within the Trust.  The Trust could also provide training 
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opportunities for primary care practitioners. 
 
The Chairman believed that Dr Jones had made a very important point.  In his own 
opinion, there was a need for stronger links and cooperation between the three 
foundation trusts in County Durham and Tees Valley.  There was, however, a clear 
vacuum in that those three organisations collectively were not aware of 
commissioning intentions.  It would be crucial to arrive at a collective position which 
reflected commissioners’ requirements – with a willingness on the part of providers 
to ensure that this could be collectively delivered. 
 
Turning to issues in connection with breast screening, Mr Heap was concerned to 
put on record that recently his wife had attended a breast clinic when, because of 
an underlying health problem, she had been treated with enormous respect and 
understanding by the clinical staff at BAH. 
 
Mr Gerry shared his view that there was a need to get past the firefighting stage 
and he sought timescales for the work outlined.  Prof Gray advised that the Trust 
had identified those areas where there were issues.  Although some issues could 
not be predicted, Prof Gray cautioned that it would only take one or two CDDFT 
consultants to move to another trust for there to be a significant impact upon this 
organisation.  There was a responsibility within the local health economy for 
professionals to discuss issues and how best to promote change.  This needed to 
be managed.  One solution was to over-recruit but that was not possible.  Prof Gray 
was a firm believer in the consolidation of services across CDDFT’s two main sites.  
In terms of recruitment, consideration should be given to a nation-wide campaign 
but this was very expensive and, if the organisation was perceived as being 
desperate for staff, salary demands would be higher. 
 
Reverting to Dr Jones’ point, Mrs Jacques advised that the fragility of breast 
services had been known for some time and that the Trust had had to make a 
brave decision to consolidate that service on two sites.  Whilst she recognised the 
need to take the population on board in making such decisions, it was critical to 
consider the whole picture and to obtain purchase across the whole health 
economy. 
 
In terms of all providers working together, Cllr Copeland asked that the Trust, when 
planning any changes, also consider the impact upon Darlington Borough Council 
and, in particular, changes which might affect the provision of social care.  
Essentially, Cllr Copeland asked that the local authority be involved in planning as 
early as possible.  Changes across the health economy had major implications for 
local authorities as, obviously, they were also short of cash.  Within the local area, it 
would be important for the local authority to respond appropriately to any changes 
in order to better support the population.  Some proposals were reflected in the 
Better Care Fund and Cllr Copeland sought successful outcomes for all involved. 
 
Mr Welsh made the point that during the course of partnership meetings which he 
attended, when people complained about travelling to different hospital centres, his 
response was to ask those individuals if they would prefer to go to a hospital just 
down the road or present at a centre of excellence five miles further away.  People 
always opted for the centre of excellence.  In his view, patients may have to travel 
further but the treatment they would receive would be worth that extra travel. 
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31/15 Update on Nursing & Quality 

 
Mr Wright delivered a presentation.  As an update to the figures it was noted that 
Trust performance in respect of C.diff now stood at 7 against the upper threshold of 
41, that is, 17%.  CDDFT was the best performing hospital in the North East in 
terms of C.diff.  Nevertheless there was no complacency. 
 
Questions were invited. 
 
Mrs Woolley-Brown asked if contingency plans were in place for the planned 
industrial action on 13 October.  Mr Wright advised that there was to be a 
management meeting on 6 October to ensure that all plans were in place.  He 
assured Governors that all CDDFT emergency services would be covered.  Ms 
Perkins added that she had met with unions earlier in the day when an absolute 
guarantee had been given to provide cover for emergency services.  Mr Wright 
emphasised the importance of clear communications with patients and the public.   
 
Although Mr Hillary was pleased that the nursing recruitment campaign was 
successful, he observed that vacancy rates were similar to the previous year.  Mr 
Wright shared his view that, if the right level of nursing staff was obtained, then staff 
would remain in post.  If staffing levels were not correct and people were working in 
a pressurised environment, they would leave the organisation.  Mr Wright took the 
view that it was necessary to support staff and to give them development 
opportunities.  It was crucial for the Trust to commit to its workforce. 
 
Following up a written request he had made for information, Mr Gerry asked if there 
was any correlation between recruitment and infection control within the same 
period.  Mr Wright put on record that he had only received this question yesterday.  
He undertook to provide a full exposition in reply to Mr Gerry. 
 
Mr Davies asked why there was a need to recruit internationally.  Mr Wright 
explained that, both locally and nationally, the required numbers of nursing staff 
were not available.  He put on record, however, that the international recruitment 
market was drying up very quickly.  Problems had also been encountered with the 
need to put in a full infrastructure for nurses from other countries, for example, in 
respect of language difficulties and putting those individuals through UK nursing 
standards’ training.  It was of further note that retention of international candidates 
was not good.  As a consequence, consideration was being given to different types 
of posts for the future.  The organisation continued to work closely with local 
universities in an effort to recruit. 
 
Mrs Sanderson shared her view that it would be sensible to convert HCAs back to 
SEN roles.  Mr Wright advised that there were already some schools of thought 
about an Assistant Practitioner role which would involve the training up of HCAs.  
 

32/15 
 
(a) 
 
 

Financial & Performance Report 
 
Financial Performance 
Mr Dawson began his presentation by referring to the Chairman’s opening remarks 
and confirming that 2014-15 was the toughest year which the organisation had 
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(b) 

experienced as a Foundation Trust. 
 
The following points were highlighted: 
 
 Due to the fact that 80% of acute trusts were now in deficit, Monitor now 

required monthly financial forecasts across FT sectors to enable close 
monitoring of DH spending limits. 

 In the face of those financial controls imposed by the Trust, Mr Dawson was 
concerned to stress that patient safety was not being compromised. 

 
In terms of the mediation process with commissioners, Mr Gerry sought best case 
and worst case scenarios.  Mr Dawson anticipated a £20m range between the two.  
He was unable to provide any detail.  Further questions were invited. 
 
Mr Hillary asked how capitalisation of PFI schemes would work.  Mr Dawson 
explained that contracts were in place over a number of years with three PFI 
providers in respect of BAH, Chester le Street and UHND.  The Trust paid those 
providers for periodic updates of those three sites under a technical methodology, 
that is, part of that payment was regarded as revenue and the remainder treated as 
capital. 
 
General Performance 
Ms Perkins delivered a presentation on the achievement of targets throughout the 
Trust.  It was noted that the three largest operational risks continued to be in 
respect of: 
 
 Unscheduled care, including A&E 4-hour and Ambulance handover standards  

 18-week referral to treatment, including diagnostics 

 Cancer  

 
It was highlighted that the level of A&E attendances continued to rise at UHND.  
However, DMH had experienced a drop in the number of ambulance arrivals.  It 
was anticipated that both the A&E target and the 18 week referral to treatment 
target would be achieved.  Ms Perkins was disappointed to report that the Trust 
would fail on the 62-day cancer screening target. 
 
Overall, for Q2, it was anticipated that the Trust would receive a Monitor rating of 
‘green’. 
 
Dr Jones raised a question regarding private sector follow-up arrangements.  Ms 
Perkins confirmed that follow-up did usually take place within the private sector.   
However, if that was missed, patients had been brought back into the Trust.  Dr 
Jones shared her view that patients must be given clarity about this before being 
treated privately. 
 
Mrs Hoy asked when breast clinics were to return to Darlington.  Ms Perkins 
reported that she had had an initial session with a number of stakeholders and was 
to set up a similar group with GPs as well as with patients and other clinical 
representatives.  Discussions to date had focused upon the number of sites for the 
provision of breast clinics and there was draft documentation in place which needed 
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to be tested with patient groups.  Ms Perkins went on to advise that, with CDDFT’s 
radiology capacity the Trust was working hard to shape up services but it was 
important to remember that the quality of imaging at BAH was much better than at 
DMH and that a move back to Darlington would be a retrograde step in terms of the 
equipment available.  Quality must be the driver. 
 

33/15 External Audit Arrangements 
 
Mr Edge verbally updated Governors on the outcome of the Extraordinary Council 
of Governors meeting held on 17 September.  He advised that, at that meeting, 
Governors had endorsed the recommendation of their Audit & Governance 
Committee that KPMG be appointed as CDDFT’s External Auditor – subject to the 
receipt of one outstanding reference.  Mr Edge was pleased to report that that 
reference had recently been received from Gateshead NHS Foundation Trust which 
had rated KPMG as ‘good’ in terms of all of the categories. 
 
It was noted that, in the meantime, the Trust had issued a Letter of Intent to KPMG.  
Deloitte had also been advised that they had been unsuccessful and had not 
challenged that decision.  As a result KPMG representatives would be in 
attendance at the Trust Board Audit Committee scheduled for 6 October. 
 
The Chairman invited Mr Short, as Chair of the Council of Governors’ Audit & 
Governance Committee to comment.  Mr Short confirmed that good references had 
been received in respect of KPMG. 
 

34/15 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sub-Committees’ Update Reports 
 
The Chairman invited Chairs of the Council of Governors’ sub-committees to report 
on the work of their committees. 
 
Audit & Governance Committee 
Mr Short reported that the Committee had last met on 4 September to consider the 
deliberations of the Panel for the appointment of Trust External Auditors as well as 
AGM arrangements.  Mr Short took this opportunity to observe that there did not 
appear to have been such a good turn-out from the membership at that AGM.  
Changes in the election process had also been debated and, specifically, a move 
towards voting by electronic means. 
 
Ms Swan added that Members of Audit & Governance Committee had 
recommended the adoption of a model form of election rules which required a 
constitutional amendment.  A formal proposal was to be brought to the Joint 
Meeting of the Council of Governors and the Trust Board scheduled for 17 
December. 
 
Mr Short advised that Committee Members had scrutinised Governors’ Attendance 
Record in respect of 2014-15 Council of Governors’ meetings when it had been 
observed that CCG Appointed Governors were not making any appearance at 
those meetings.  As a result, Mr Short was very pleased to welcome Dr Jones to 
this meeting.  It was acknowledged that, in some cases, CCG Appointed Governors 
had submitted their apologies.  Nevertheless, Members of the Audit & Governance 
Committee had been somewhat concerned in this regard. 
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(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) 
 
 
 
 
(d) 
 
 
 
 
(e) 
 
 
 

 
Quality & Healthcare Governance Committee 
It was noted that the Committee Chair, Mr Gunning, had submitted his apologies for 
this meeting.  Mr Welsh was concerned to point out that meetings were not being 
held on a regular basis and, specifically, a significant period of time had elapsed 
since the previous meeting.  The Chairman undertook to take up this matter with Mr 
Gunning. 
 
Nomination & Remuneration Committee 
The Chairman had nothing further to report since the last meeting of the Committee 
other than to indicate that that there was to be a meeting of that Committee at DMH 
on 6 October.  It was most important that that meeting was well attended. 
 
Strategy Committee 
Prof Keane reported that the Committee had not met in the previous four months 
but was to meet in mid-November to discuss the Trust’s break-through objectives 
and to monitor the implementation of the 2-Year Plan. 
 
Governor Representative Updates 
Capital Projects Implementation Group 
Mrs Bone advised that the move of the Education Centre from UHND to Prospect 
House was well under way.  She went on to report that the new premises appeared 
to be excellent. 
 
The Chairman took this opportunity to advise that, in response to a question raised 
by a member of public at the AGM, the Trust would be happy to make use of that 
facility for future public meetings or, as an alternative, the DMH Board Room where 
disabled facilities were to be made available.  From a financial perspective, quite 
clearly, it would be preferable for the Trust to use its own venues rather than 
external conferencing facilities. 
 
In response to a question from Mr Murray regarding the old Education Centre block, 
Mrs Jacques advised that that building was to be demolished as soon as possible 
in order to extend the provision of car parking spaces on the UHND site. 
 

35/15 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trust Secretary’s Report 
 
Update on Annual Governor Election Process 
Ms Swan reminded Governors that the Trust was about to embark upon the 
process of annual elections in respect of Public and Staff Governors where 
vacancies would arise in the following constituencies: 
 Chester le Street 
 Darlington 
 Derwentside 
 Durham City 
 Sedgefield 
 Wear Valley & Teesdale 
 Community Based Clinical Staff (two vacancies) 
 Nursing & Midwifery 

 
Governors were referred to the Timetable for 2014 Elections contained within the 
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(b) 
 
 

agenda pack.  It was of particular note that the deadline for receipt of nominations 
by the Election Agent was 3 November 2014.  Close of Poll was 17:00hrs on 11 
December 2014 – with results to be declared on Friday 12 December 2014.  Should 
anyone need assistance or have any questions in this connection, they were asked 
to contact the FT Office. 
 
Membership Update 
Ms Swan reported that there were currently 10,269 Public Members against the 
Monitor target for the year of 10,252.  Essentially, then, the organisation was 17 
Members to the good at the present time.  However, there was no room for 
complacency because that number must be sustained right through to the end of 
the financial year.  As a consequence, Ms Swan was relying upon Governors to 
continue to promote the membership. 
 
Mrs Bone highlighted that the organisation did previously run Medicine for Members 
events and she suggested that the membership was not receiving any benefit from 
joining the Trust - other than receiving the magazine.  Ms Swan was in agreement 
and she assured Governors that planning was currently in train for two Medicine for 
Members events. 
 
Mr Davies shared his view that the Council of Governors should not have 
disbanded its Membership and Engagement Sub-Committee.  In response, Ms 
Swan suggested that any Governors who would be interested in reinstating that 
Sub-Committee and who could commit to attendance should contact her.  She put 
on record that, unfortunately, difficulties had been experienced in the past with 
Governors not supporting that particular Sub-Committee. 
 

36/15 Trust Board Changes 
 
The Chairman stated that he was required to advise the Council of Governors in 
plenary of those steps taken to date in respect of the appointment of a new Trust 
Chair.   
 
It was noted that the Trust had identified a head hunting organisation which was to 
approach various individuals.  A public advertisement was to be confined to local 
papers as, obviously, to be appointed, any candidate must be a Public Member of 
the Trust and have a home within the Trust’s defined boundaries. An external 
assessor had also been appointed. 
 
Governors were advised that one of the two principal topics on the agenda of the 
Nomination & Remuneration Committee, scheduled for 16:00hrs on Monday 6 
October at DMH, was the selection process for CDDFT’s new Chair.  It was 
proposed to hold a seminar event on how to proceed and how to conduct interviews 
- to be led by the external assessor.  It was clear that three Governors from the 
Nomination & Remuneration Committee were to sit on the Selection Panel, with 
those individuals to be decided by that Committee.  However, it would be preferable 
to identify a fourth Governor from the Nomination & Remuneration Committee in 
case of any sudden illness and, therefore, all of the Committee was invited to 
attend this training session.  Other Governors were also invited to attend that 
training process and could then be reassured that their colleagues had been 
appropriately advised.  Although there were no fixed dates for any of these steps, 
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there was a target date for the appointment to be made and, at the meeting on 6 
October, it was hoped to obtain timelines.  The Chairman was to chair that meeting 
but would not have any vote on the selection.  The Chairman would also chair the 
Selection Panel, with the External Advisor in attendance, who would advise and 
guide the Panel but who would not have a vote.    It was noted that three or four 
candidates would be shortlisted and it was then hoped to have a meeting of the 
Council of Governors within a week of the Panel’s selection.  The Chairman was 
concerned to have a good turn-out of Governors for that event as the full Council of 
Governors was required to ratify the recommendation made by the Selection Panel.  
It was hoped to press all this through early in December.  All dates were to be 
confirmed as soon as possible following the meeting on 6 October. 
 

37/15 Any Other Business 
 
There were no items of any other business. 
 

38/15 Future Meetings 
 

Joint Trust Board & 
Council of Governors 
Meeting 

Wednesday 17 December 
2014 
 

Time and venue to be 
confirmed 

Board & Governors’ 
“Mince Pies with the 
Chairman” event 

Wednesday 17 December 
2014 

Time and venue to be 
confirmed 

 

 
39/15 

 
Close 
 
The Chairman thanked all for their attendance.  The meeting was formally declared 
closed at 20:00hrs. 
 
 

Signed……………………………………….. 
Dr Tony Waites    
Chairman 
 
Date: 11 February 2015 
 
Action Log 
 

Item Action Responsible 

29/15 Ensure that a Trust response is made to that article run in the 
Teesdale Mercury re the closure of A&E at DMH. 

 
SJ 

31/15 Reply to Mr Gerry’s request for information. MW 

34/15(b) Liaise with Mr Gunning re more regular meetings of CoG 
QHCG meetings. 

 
TAW 

 


